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For more information:
Kristen
kristen@dancemuse.org

Monday, June 15, 2020

Videographer / Visual Storyteller for Dance Muse - Help Break Bounds

Company: Dance Muse
Location: CA
Compensation: $50 Stipend per Volunteer Project

 

Company: Dance Muse
Location: New York City / Southern CA / Nashville, TN
Part Time / Project Based

Dance Muse is seeking experienced Videographers to support video and podcast production projects focused in New York City, Southern CA,
and Nashville, TN beginning in July 2020.

Dance Muse is a new entertainment and educational non-profit dedicated to inspiring growth, self-care, and acceptance in dance and
performing arts through live and on-demand videos and podcasts.

We’re looking for brilliant visual and audio storytellers with proven video, audio, editing, and production experience who would like to make a
meaningful impact in the arts. A clear understanding or experience in the greater dance and performing arts industries is a plus. Students with
applicable experience are encouraged to apply.

The opportunity includes part-time, project-based work to include filming, producing, and editing live interviews, dance performances, and
marketing reels.  This paid volunteer role offers a $50 stipend per project, with opportunity to grow into a long-term, paid position. Projects
will provide an excellent opportunity to build high-level portfolio pieces.

Applicants should have experience in:

-Filming and producing high level content for a variety of media output including websites, social media, podcasts, and live streaming events.
-Professional level editing of video and audio components for both video and podcast output.
-Live streaming content expertise on a variety of media platforms.
-Ability to visualize, plan, and execute filming location and atmosphere for engaging storytelling, with ability to think outside the box.

Please forward a cover letter and resume that demonstrates your interest, qualifications, goals, and expectations to kristen@dancemuse.org
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